The following are pictures from the week ending in 9.24.21 in regards to the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Center (DEI)/Student Government Room Renovations Project. This was a slower week for this project as the pretty much all of the work happening involved the installation of new electrical and data infrastructure. New conduits were installed that bridge over the adjacent corridor to the new DEI Center space. The conduits will house new electrical feeds and data cabling to this project from existing services located in adjacent areas. Cable trays were installed in both the DEI Center and the Student Government Room spaces. Next week the contractor will run some along the west wall in the A-173 conference rooms that will allow new cabling to be run from the existing IT Room in the south end of the building to the project areas. Next week furring will go in those areas that need it and perhaps if all goes according to schedule some new sound insulation will be installed as well.